
e Listen to one child read Plants That Eat Bugs as you code the reading
behavior on the Recording Form, have a brief comprehension conversation,
and make a teaching point that you
think will be most helpful to the reader.
Score and analyze the Reading Record
following the lesson.

e Have the other children reread Little
Wolf ’s New Home and then Plants That
Eat Bugs.

e Prompt for word solving using letter
clusters and parts of words, if needed,
e.g., “Say the first part” or “Look for a
part you know. Do you know a word like that?”
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Take a Reading Record

e PRINCIPLE Recognizing and
using other vowel sounds: oo
as in moon, look; oi as in oil;
oy as in boy; ou as in house;
ow as in cow; aw as in paw

• Plants That Eat Bugs, Level H
• Little Wolf’s New Home, Level F

PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

Rereading Books
and Assessment

Phonics/Word
Work

“Some vowels are together in words and make one sound.”

e If this group of children did Lesson 19, then review the chart on the vowel o.

e Make a new chart that focuses on the two sounds of double o.

e Suggested language: “Sometimes vowels are together in a word and make
one sound. Another vowel that you see two times in a word is o.” Write zoo
at the top of the first column on the chart, and ask children to read it.

e “In the word zoo, the double o sounds like /oo/. I’ll write some more words
with oo as in zoo.”

e Write the words one at a time as children read them. Words are zoom, boo,
boom, room, gloom, broom, and bloom.

e Children may suggest other words and come up with a word like look. If
not, write it at the top of the second column, and have children say it. “Look
does have two o’s, but the sound is different.”

e Under look, write the words took, shook, hook, book, cook, cookie, and cooking.
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When Readers Struggle: Teaching that Works
Chapter 16: Teaching for Fluency in Processing Texts. Use this chapter to understand how to help
readers use pausing, phrasing, appropriate word stress, and intonation to reflect the meaning of the text.

Professional Development and Tutorial DVD, Blue System
View the DVD as needed.

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, K–8 Thinking, Talking, and Writing about Reading.
Use this book to help in understanding how readers extend their thinking through writing about
reading.

To support English language learners, you can:

e monitor for understanding of “Make it sound like a story you listen to.”

e monitor for understanding of “You know that some words have two vowels that
are together. Sometimes a vowel is in a word two times.”

e have children repeat words from Phonics/Word Work and listen for the vowel
sound.

e support their reading if children have not read “The Greedy Man” before.

e be sure that children understand the meaning of eating in this context.

e use the language of the text in a conversational way. 

e monitor for understanding of the technical vocabulary words.

e be sure children understand they are going to learn how plants trap bugs.

e use pictures to discuss what children learned.

Supporting English Language Learners

Professional Development Links

Observe to find evidence that children can:

e recognize and use vowel combinations in words.

e use word parts to solve words. 

e search for and use multiple sources of information.

e read with phrasing, intonation, appropriate word stress, and pausing for
punctuation.

e understand the central concept of this nonfiction text.

e understand how plants can “eat” bugs and offer examples. 

e distinguish what they already know from information that is new to them.

e tell how the plants are alike and how they are different.

Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors
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e Demonstrate sorting two ways. Place ee at the top of one column of
a chart and ou at the top of the second.

e Have children use word cards to categorize words by the vowel
sound. Have them sort words under ee and ou. Have one child pick
up and read the word. The other two children tell him which
column to put it in.

e The words to sort are: see, out, shout, deer, free, mouth, found,
around, wheel, about, loud, bee, feet, feel.

e Review all the words in the pocket chart.

Letter/Word
Work
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